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Why Branch?

Reduce Broken Customer 
Experiences

• Intelligent linking is a critical 
component is delivering 
personal, seamless experiences 
that drive higher engagement 
and performance across all 
channels.

Aggregate all your data in the Cloud

• Campaign management 
platforms are siloed and hard to 
reconcile. With a common 
linking infrastructure, campaign 
data can be harmonized to 
better inform marketing 
decisions.

Measure Comprehensively

• Branch solves growing gaps in 
attribution with predictive 
modeling capabilities that match 
important in-app events to the 
channels and campaigns that 
drove them.

Bridge Offline and online

• Consumer habits have changed 
rapidly. Their expectations for 
touchless engagement must 
integrate offline 
communications with an app 
and extend the life cycle of 
those moments.

Product overview

Branch offers the tools, platform, and expertise to 
facilitate and optimize sophisticated customer 
experiences, enhancing your success and compliance 
in an ever-changing mobile ecosystem. Get maximum 
coverage for every campaign, team, and initiative 
with a suite of products for acquisition, engagement, 
and optimization. Branch enables you to meet users 
wherever they are, take them to the best location for 
what they want to do next, and provide reliable 
measurement data.

Product features

Capitalize on Your “Owned” Audiences
Consumers engage with brands across an increasing number 
of channels and platforms.

• With Journeys from Branch, you can turn passive traffic 
into engaged app users, extend the relationship and 
increase your LTV. 

• Journeys easily integrates with your website and 
seamless integrates the web and app experience with 
granular segmentation and content customization 
capabilities.

Measure all your Marketing
Branch links unify the consumer experience and standardize 
your attribution data across all channels.

• Attribution data is the key to understanding the impact 
of your marketing efforts and Branch aggregates that 
intelligence for you. 

• Using Branch’s integration with AWS, you can capture all 
that data and leverage it for advanced reporting and 
personalization efforts downstream

Branch Deep Linking & Attribution

Build and measure sophisticated customer journeys 

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-yryet223j7gga
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How it works

Differentiators
• Provides a consistent experience from wherever you need to take a user from one place to another –

email, social, mobile web, OTT, offline, push notifications, referrals, SMS, paid ads and more.

• Built to improve performance and proven to drive up to 50% more conversions.

• Solves every edge case to make sure your links always work, your apps always open and every user 
journey is personalized and relevant. 

• Empowers you to make the right decisions with centralized insights for paid, owned, and earned channels, 
so you know what is working best and where you should keep investing 

• Ready to send to data warehouses, internal dashboards and other marketing tools. 

• Ensures the compliance of your measurement with all platform privacy policies, so you can get the data 
you need without tracking liabilities. 

Branch handles all the complexity to make sure your links always route your users to the right place. 
From deep linked re-engagement ads to web and email campaigns that seamlessly continue the journey 
(even through the app install process), Branch helps you drive and measure engagement and 
performance from all your marketing channels. The platform works together with your marketing tech 
stack, offering flexible data export products and out of the box integrations with leading ad networks, 
ESPs, and analytics tools.
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What our customers are saying

Branch is an indispensable component of our digital transformation. 
With the help of Branch, we’ve been able to create mobile shopping 
experiences that our customers love—while providing our own teams 
with full visibility into the true customer journey.

Solution available in AWS Marketplace

- Adi Gaber, Director of Product, Sears & Kmart

Branch’s ability to detect user devices, tailor user experience based 
on whether users have the app and defer deep link directly to the 
content in the app has been a game-changer.

- David Barton, Director of Marketing, TBS & TNT

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/search

